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Abstract 
Extraction and recognition of mathematical characters and equations for documented images 
is important for many applications, artificially intelligent systems in particular to store or 
analyze mathematical data. It is vital that efficient and robust approaches are utilized in this 
sector. Recognition methodologies that are widely used at present work very well for non-
mathematical data, but for mathematical data, the results are somewhat unsatisfying. 
Moreover, precision is important while extracting mathematical texts. In our thesis we have 
studied a number of text detection algorithms and used image segmentation methodologies, 
template matching, SVM (Support Vector Machine) to detect and recognize mathematical 
symbols from a document image. 
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Chapter 1 | Introduction
 
Image processing techniques are very popular in the world of text recognition. Numerous 
techniques have been discovered in the field of image processing that makes the recognition 
of texts from images an easy task. These techniques are capable of recognizing characters 
very accurately from images. But for mathematical symbols the same techniques give a very 
different result.  
One of the most popular techniques used for text extraction from images is OCR (Optical 
Character Recognition). Though OCR works very well for non-mathematical data, its 
accuracy in recognition drops dramatically for mathematical symbols and characters.  
Since detection and extraction of mathematical data from images is of great importance, we 
have tried to implement a methodology of our own using multiple existing techniques of 
image processing to detect mathematical symbols from images.  
In this thesis, we have considered document images as our input from which we are going to 
detect the mathematical symbols. 
1.1 Motivation 
There is a huge collection of printed and handwritten mathematical documents that may have 
potentially beneficial knowledge for solving complex mathematical problems. These 
documents have mathematical symbols which normal image processing techniques cannot 
detect. Our thesis aims to detect and recognize those mathematical data combining image 
processing techniques like image segmentation along with object recognizing techniques like 
template matching and SVM (Support Vector Machine). Our work will enable applications to 
extract and evaluate mathematical expressions from printed texts. Also it will serve as a 
process to digitalize hard copies of mathematical books and documents.  
1.2 Problem Statement and Methodology 
One of the problems of detecting texts from images is that it requires a good amount of 
processing time. This can be a major hindrance in efficiency when working with a huge 
number of images. One of the ways we can make this better is by using image segmentation. 
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By image segmentation we can divide the entire image into small regions which reduces the 
time required for matching or comparison.  
Since we are aiming towards finding the mathematical symbols only, our dataset mainly 
comprises of images of mathematical operators like +, -, ×, ÷, = and parenthesis (,), {,}, [,]. 
The idea is to find lines, words and character segments that may contain a match with any of 
the above since an equation must have a “=” sign in between its other coefficients and 
variables. We aim to detect the symbols using a detection technique called template 
matching. 
Another key problem for recognition of texts is the accuracy of matching. A “(” and a “c” can 
appear to be the same during template matching process. So we had to conduct experiments 
using various approaches to find a comparatively more accurate method. We decided to use 
HOG feature extraction and SVM for recognition. 
1.3 Goals 
In our thesis our main objective is to build a system that will use image processing techniques 
to detect and recognize mathematical symbols from a document image. We want to improve 
the processing time by dividing the entire image into lines, words and characters using image 
segmentation and then use detection techniques like template matching to find the location of 
the mathematical symbols in the image. We then want to classify the detected symbols using 
HOG feature extraction and SVM. We also want our algorithm to be accurate, efficient and 
robust. 
1.4 Thesis Contribution 
With the help of our thesis work various application softwares will be able to detect 
mathematical symbols in document images and use them for further evaluation and storage 
and use them for further analysis. 
1.5 Related Work 
 Dr. Jenila Livingston L.M. ,et.al [1] in their research on “Text Detection From Documented 
Image Using Image Segmentation ” have used image segmentation for document images to 
separate lines, words and characters to detect texts.  
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Gupta Mehul, et.al [2] in their research on “Text-Based Image Segmentation Methodology” 
have discussed about the general methodologies of image segmentation and have also given a 
comprehensive analysis on which approach works better for document images. 
Dr. S.Vijayarani, et.al [10] in their research on “Template Matching Technique For Searching 
Words in Document Images” have elaborately explained the process and approaches for 
template matching. They have also provided a comprehensive analysis on the comparison 
among the results of those methodologies. 
1.6 Thesis Outline 
● Chapter 1 describes what we plan to do and what we have achieved through our 
thesis. 
● Chapter 2 provides necessary background research and literature review in image 
processing techniques like image segmentation, template matching, preprocessing and 
recognition. We have discussed every topic in details to make clear the underlying 
concepts of each technique and how they work. 
● Chapter 3 provides a detailed step by step description of our methodology in 
experimentation. It also shows each of the steps with their respective outputs. 
● Chapter 4 discusses about the results and evaluation. 
● Chapter 5 concludes our thesis with future work and a brief summary. 
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Chapter 2 | Literature Review 
 
2.1 Image Segmentation 
Segmentation refers to a process of partitioning an image into groups of pixels which are 
homogeneous with respect to some criterion [1]. It splits the entire image into several 
connected areas or cells.  
Image segmentation is the process of segmenting or dividing an image into multiple regions 
or sets of pixels based on some criterion such as intensity, color, texture etc. It is an important 
step in object detection, object representation, visualization, and text detection and in the 
retrieval of specific information from an image. Image segmentation can be broadly classified 
into two types [3]. 
1. Local Segmentation: It deals with the segmenting sub images which are small 
windows on a whole image[1] 
2. Global Segmentation: It deals with the images consisting of relatively large number 
of pixels and makes estimated parameter values for global segments more robust [1]. 
During the segmentation process horizontal and vertical segmentation is carried out on the 
image which produces outputs as lines and either words or characters respectively. There are 
three main phases of image segmentation.  
 I. Line Segmentation 
II. Word Segmentation 
III. Character segmentation 
2.1.1 Line segmentation 
Line segmentation is the foremost step for text based image segmentation. It includes 
horizontal scanning of the image, pixel-row by pixel-row from left to right and top to bottom 
[2] [9] [11] [12] [13]. The level of intensity at each pixel is detected and depending on this 
value these pixels are grouped into numerous regions. Each region is a part of the entire 
image and can be extracted for further use or segmentation. In case of document images these 
are lines from which words and character segmentation is done. 
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2.1.2 Word Segmentation 
Word segmentation is the next phase of image segmentation. It includes vertical scanning of 
the image, pixel-row by pixel-row from left to right and top to bottom [10] [16]. Each of the 
horizontal lines obtained after line segmentation is taken and again the level of intensity at 
each pixel at each line is detected and depending on this value these pixels are grouped into 
numerous regions. Each region is a part of the entire image and can be extracted for further 
use or segmentation. In case of document images these are words from which character 
segmentation is done. 
2.1.3 Character Segmentation 
Character segmentation is the last stage for text based image segmentation. It is similar to in 
operations as word segmentation [2] [11] [14] [15]. Character segmentation is fruitful in both 
the case of segmenting after the line segmentation and word segmentation phases i.e. the 
input for this phase can be either a line or a word. After character segmentation the output is a 
group of regions each comprising of the characters of the given text image. 
Segmentation is an important stage because the extent one can reach in separation of words, 
lines, or characters directly affects the recognition rate of the script [10]. 
2.2 Segmentation Methodologies 
The segmentation of a document image depend greatly on the guidelines present in that 
document. An image with guidelines is less likely to have any skew in its line orientation. 
Guidelines or border lines also limits the size of the characters to be used thus it becomes 
easier to segment the image. Also the higher the level of segmentation the greater will be the 
need of precision. There are a number of approaches for image segmentation as proposed in 
[15]. In this paper the author has explained the Pixel Counting Approach, the Histogram 
approach, the Smearing Approach, the Stochastic Approach and the Water Flow Approach. 
In the paper “Text-Based Image Segmentation Methodology ”[2] the author has provided a 
comprehensive analysis on why the histogram approach and the pixel counting approaches 
are more appropriate for segmenting document images. In our thesis we have adapted the 
histogram approach for segmenting the images.  
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2.3 Hindrances for Image Segmentation 
There are various factors that hinder the process of text based image segmentation [8] [20]. 
I. Quality of the Image: Presence of noise in the image results in degradation of 
accuracy and efficiency [24]. 
II. Handwritten and Printed Document [2]: For printed document the distance 
between the neighboring text lines is precise whereas the same cannot be said about 
handwritten documents. Thus image segmentation is a big challenge for images with 
handwritten texts. For printed documents however the task of segmentation is easier 
and more precise. Cursive text provides additional difficulty during character 
segmentation, due to the presence of ligatures [2]. 
III. Alignment and Type of the Symbols: For handwritten document if the individual 
lines are not straight or if there is a presence of skew then the overall complexity for 
text extraction increases [22] [23]. 
IV. Texture of the Image: presence of texture in the image can be problematic for the 
image segmentation process. 
2.4 Template Matching 
Template matching is a simple task of performing a normalized cross-correlation between a 
template image (object in training set) and a new image to classify [16]. For this method we 
need two components: 
I. Target or source image: The image in which we want to find a match of the template 
image provided by us. 
II. Template image: The image which will be compared to the source image. 
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Figure 2.4 Template Matching Example 
Comparison is made between the source image and template image or images to detect the 
highest matching area. To locate the matching area, the template image is compared to the 
source image by sliding it against the source image i.e. the template image is moved by one 
pixel at a time (left to right, up to down). At each point a value is generated which tells how 
similar the template is to that particular area of the image. There are a number of approaches 
to perform template matching in image processing.  
I. The Cross Correlation method 
II. The Normalized Cross Correlation method 
III. The Performance Index method 
We have used the Cross Correlation and The Normalized Cross Correlation method for 
template matching. These methods are described below. 
2.4.1 The Cross Correlation Method 
The cross-correlation template matching is motivated by the distance measure (squared 
Euclidean distance) [10] [17], [18]. 
𝑑𝑓,𝑡
2  (𝑢, 𝑣) =  ∑ [𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑡(𝑥 − 𝑢, 𝑦 − 𝑣)]2 𝑥,𝑦  
 ……….. (I) 
f being the input image and t being the template image. We get the summation over x, y 
where we take the difference of f(x, y) and t(x-u, y-y) under the window containing the feature 
t at (u, v). 
𝑑 2 𝑓,𝑡  (𝑢, 𝑣)  =  ∑  
 
𝑥,𝑦 [𝑓 
2(𝑥, 𝑦) − 2𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑡(𝑥 − 𝑢, 𝑦 − 𝑣) + 𝑡 2(𝑥 − 𝑢, 𝑦 − 𝑣)]  
 
 ……….. (II) 
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In equation. (II) The term ∑   𝑥,𝑦 𝑓 
2(𝑥, 𝑦) is a constant and if 𝑡 2(𝑥 − 𝑢, 𝑦 − 𝑣) an 
approximate constant is also then the rest of the equation can be said to be the measure of 
similarity between the feature and the source image. Thus we have, 
𝑐 (𝑢, 𝑣)  =  ∑   𝑥,𝑦 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑡(𝑥 − 𝑢, 𝑦 − 𝑣)  ………. (III) 
2.4.2 The Normalized Cross Correlation Method 
A few difficulties may arise during matching using the correlation method. For example, the 
correlation between feature and an exactly matching region in the image may be less than the 
correlation between the feature and a bright spot [24]. Again the range of c (u, v) is not 
independent of the size of the feature. The correlation coefficient overcomes these difficulties 
by normalizing the image and feature vectors to unit length, yielding a cosine-like correlation 
coefficient [19].  
𝛾 =
∑   𝑥,𝑦 𝑓(𝑥,𝑦)−𝑓 𝑢,𝑣
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)(𝑡(𝑥−𝑢,𝑦−𝑣)−?̅?)
√∑   𝑥,𝑦 (𝑓(𝑥,𝑦)−𝑓 𝑢,𝑣
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) 2 ∑   𝑥,𝑦 (𝑡(𝑥−𝑢,𝑦−𝑣)−?̅?) 2
 …………… (IV) 
Equation. (IV) Is the Normalized cross correlation which is the mean of the feature and the 
mean of f(x, y) in the region under the feature. 
2.5 HOG (Histograms of Oriented Gradients) 
The histogram of oriented gradients is a feature descriptor. It has it’s usages in image 
processing and computer vision.  This approach was first introduced by Navneet Dalal and 
Bill triggs.  They were the teachers for French National Institute for Research in Computer 
Science and Automation. Their work aims to detect human face. This method counts the 
occurrence of gradient orientation in localized portion of the image. Rodrigo Minetto and his 
team used histogram of oriented gradients for text images, where they developed T-HOG 
[22]. 
2.6 SVM (Support Vector Machine) 
In machine learning support vector machine, is a supervised learning model. Here the data is 
analyzed for classification and regression analysis. SVM groups the point s according as the 
training data set. When a new point comes SVM assigns it in one category or another 
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category. For this classification it acts as a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. 
Furthermore, we can perform linear non -linear classification using kernel trick. To classify 
data we need to label the training data. Without labeling support vector machine cannot 
classify. We can use support vector clustering then.  
 
Figure 4.6.1a Hog Classification 
In Figure 4.6.1a, H1 tries to classify but not successfully. In next phase H2 classify them but 
is has a lower margin. H3 classifies them with a large margin. 
2.7 Preprocessing of Images 
Prior performing segmentation, the target image must be brought into a specific format to 
simplify the subsequent processing [2]. Whatever be the source of the document image, there 
is always a difference in the intensity levels and added noise can also be a problem in some 
case so the image must be preprocessed before the segmentation stage. After preprocessing 
the image obtained will have a better amount of shape information, high compression and 
low noise i.e. preprocessing removes any noise that might have been added to the image 
during acquisition or transmission. It is important to mention that a colored image must be 
converted in to gray image prior to noise removal. Thus preprocessing is an important step 
for the better performance of the overall system. The preprocessing [4] [5] [6] includes noise 
removal [7], binarization, normalization [2]. 
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2.7.1 Binarization 
Image binarization is the initial step in many document analysis and recognition system, its 
objective is to extract the text from image background [20]. It is a Bi-level representation of 
images in which there are only two levels- a high and a low. This is one of the preprocessing 
techniques whose accuracy is vital for a successful segmentation and recognition phase. So 
effective binarization is crucial. There have been many studies in the field of determining 
accurate methods of binarization. Sezgin and Sankur [21] classified the image binarization 
methods into six categories: entropy-based methods histogram-based methods, foreground 
attribute-based methods, spatial binarization methods clustering-based methods, and locally 
adaptive methods [20]. Another popular technique of binarization is image thresholding 
technique and a lot of methods have been proposed on the basis of this technique. Some of 
these methods are Global thresholding, Adaptive mean thresholding, Adaptive Gaussian 
thresholding and Otsu’s Thresholding.  
    
                                               Figure 2.6.1a Binarization Example 1 
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Figure 2.6.1b Binarization Example 2 
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Chapter 3 | Methodology 
 
In a broader sense our entire thesis methodology is divided into five major stages. These 
stages are Acquisition, Preprocessing, Segmentation, Detection and Recognition. We have 
made a GUI (Graphical User Interface) that displays the original image and the resultant 
image after each of the stages is performed. 
 
Figure 3.0 Methodology 
3.1 Acquisition 
In the image acquisition phase we have taken an input image and also we have acquired the 
required datasets of template images that were later on used for template matching. We have 
Acquisition 
Preprocessing 
Image Segmentation 
Start 
Detection Using Template Match 
 End 
 
SVM 
Feature Extraction 
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also derived a HOG (histogram of gradients) feature of the images in our dataset for running 
the SVM (Support vector machine). 
3.1.1 Target Image Acquisition 
In this stage the image to be read is taken. For online image acquisition the image is taken in 
the form of document image. The file format can be any image formats such as JPG/JPEG, 
BMP, PNG, TIFF, GIF etc. For offline sources the image is either scanned with a scanner or 
a camera. Below is our input or target image from which we want to detect mathematical 
symbols. 
 
       Figure 3.1.1 Target image or Input Image 
3.1.2 Templates or Patch Images Acquisition 
We have taken 1 sample for some of the mathematical characters. The mathematical 
characters were =, (,).  The template images are as follows. 
 
Figure 3.1.2 Patch images for template matching. 
3.1.3 Dataset Acquisition 
We have taken 10 samples for each of the mathematical characters. The mathematical 
characters were +, -, ×, ÷, =, (,), {,}, [,]. They are 32x32 pixel each. We have considered 10 
different font types while preparing the dataset. So the total numbers of samples were 110. 
The constituent images of our dataset are as follows. We have considered the most popularly 
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used fonts for academic writing. The fonts that were used are given below along with the size 
in which they were used. 
● Sans Serif  - size 20 
● Times New Roman - size 20 
● Century Schoolbook - size 20 
● Ariel - size 20 
● Bell MT - size 20 
● California FB - size 20 
● Calisto MT - size 20 
● Cambria - size 20 
● calibri - size 20 
 
 
   
          
   
Figure 3.1.3 Dataset for Hog Feature Extraction  
3.1.4 HOG Feature Extraction 
We have used HOG feature extraction algorithm to extract features of all 110 sample images. 
Here use have used 1×N Vector for feature extraction. 
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 Figure 3.1.4 Feature Extraction, A portion of the xls_data_for_( 
3.3 Preprocessing 
Before moving on to the segmentation phase we have preprocessed the image for better 
results. 
3.3.1 Binarization 
We have used thresholding based method to binarize the input image, the template images 
and also the images of the dataset. The binarized version of our input image is given below. 
 
Figure 3.1.1 Binarized input image 
3.4 Segmentation 
We have used the histogram based approach to consecutively segment the image into its 
constituent lines, words and characters. Since we are working on a document image we have 
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considered threshold values for the border line and word gap which helps us separate the 
lines and the words respectively. 
3.4.1 Line Segmentation 
We carried out line segmentation on our input image. We used the average frequency of gray 
level in the image. Where we would find the shades of white as most common frequency we 
marked that area as line space. Similarly when we found black as most common frequency 
we marked that area as line.  
Algorithm for Line Segmentation: 
I. Calculate horizontal histogram and save it in a matrix. Take variable name newLine 
and set it to 0. Take a list named lineList. 
II. Scan the level of grayness for each row and perform the later operation till the last 
row 
III. if newLine is equal to 0 then 
    if the level of grayness falls below 250 
            save the row no. in a variable and set newLine as 1 
    Else continue 
     IV.     Else  
          If the level of grayness is above 250 then  
                         save the row no. in a variable and set newLine and add the start, end of this                                 
line to a the lineList. 
    
3.4.2 Word Segmentation 
We carried out word segmentation on our input image. Here along with finding out horizontal 
histogram we also find out vertical histogram. After that when we have the matrix of a 
particular line, then we try to bind the word area. Here are two important concepts. Our 
function has an option for minimum space between two characters. Point to be noted 
minimum space between two characters cannot be less than 1pixel. Another concept is how 
long it will look for next character of the word. Setting this value too high will cause merge 
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of two words. These values need to be fine-tuned depending on the font size, word space etc. 
After setting this two value the algorithm gives us location of word in a single line. 
3.4.3 Character Segmentation 
We carried out line segmentation on our input image. To segment the image to characters 
first we need to find out the lines in the image. Horizontal and vertical histogram and above 
described algorithm gives us location of a line. In a line we work with the vertical histogram.  
Our algorithm scans the histogram and saves the location of those pixel where histograms are 
less than 250. That’s indicates there is character. When we first get a pixel which has lower 
histogram value than 250 we save the location as the start position of the image and after that 
when we get a higher value than 250 then we save the location as the end position of the 
character. At last we get a dynamic size list which holds the characters of all lines.  
3.5 Detection 
First we try to detect mathematical symbols from images. Here, we try to detect symbols in 
three different way. One is from lines then comes words and lastly we try to detect symbols 
from character. Our basic idea is to filter out image part that does not contain mathematical 
symbols. For detection we have used Template matching.  
3.5.1 Template matching 
Template matching is used for detection purpose. We filter out image part that does not 
contain mathematical symbols. Here we used normalized cross correlation co efficient.  
3.6 Recognition 
This is the final stage of our implementation process. We have used SVM to classify our 
matched symbols. 
3.6.1 SVM 
After getting feature matrices from HOG we use those values to train our SVM. We have 
used 11 class which actually is 11 mathematical symbols stated earlier. For each symbols 
there are 5 rows of data set. HOG generates 1×N size matrix which is our feature matrix. We 
use this matrix to train our SVM. 
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After training there are our 5 sets of data for each symbol. SVM tries to recognize those 
images. Results are included in the next section. 
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Chapter 4 | Experimental Results 
 
The experimentation results can be shown in three phases. First the result for the 
segmentation, second for the detection phase using Template matching and the third and final 
phase is recognition using SVM. 
4.1 Segmentation Results 
 
Figure 4.1a Line Segmentation on Input image 
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Figure 4.1 b Word Segmentation on Input image 
 
 
          Figure 4.1c Character Segmentation on Input Image 
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4.2 Detection Results 
 
Figure 4.2a Detection of Opening & Closing First Bracket in a line 
 
Figure 4.2b Detection of Opening & Closing First Bracket in a line 
 
 
 
4.3 Recognition Results 
The results of the SVM are given below. 
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Scenarios No of Symbols Total 
Symbols 
No of 
Symbols 
Recognized 
( ) { } ÷ = _ × + [ ] 
Word File 6 6 4 4 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 32 29 
Pdf 5 5 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 20 17 
 
Table 4.3 SVM Results 
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Chapter 5 | Conclusion 
 
5.1 Future Work 
In this thesis we have managed to work on the detection and extraction of the mathematical 
symbols from an image using our proposed technique. In future we wish to do the following. 
● Bring more efficiency to the proposed algorithms. 
● Bring better accuracy in the recognition phase. 
● Implement algorithm for handwritten text documents. 
● Taking consideration of more mathematical symbols like differential operator, 
integral operator, functions etc. 
5.2 Conclusion 
The importance of mathematical knowledge and its application is enormous in fields namely 
Engineering, Computer science, applied physics, Electrical Engineering and so on. We need 
technologies to preserve this knowledge and use it for the development of mankind. Our 
thesis is a mere initiative towards that process.  
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